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The saying "fermentation may have been a better invention than fire” is credited to a writer named 

David Wallace, clearly a very wise man. 

Historians have found signs of wine production in civilisations dating as far back as 7.000 BC, in China of 

all places. As well as in Armenia & Georgia around the year 6.000 BC. Jumping forwards a few millennia, 

we can find the probable root of the term fermentation, namely the latin term “fervere”, which translates 

to “boil”. The theory being that this linguistic connection exists because of how the liquid looks during 

fermentation, as the released CO2 during fermentation has similarities to the bubbles seen in boiling 

water. 

We initiate the fermentation process solely by the addition of flavour-neutral yeasts, which are fungi that 

multiply by shedding cells. Actually the alcohol is just a by-product of the yeasts’ multiplication process, 

powered by sugar as the energy source. 



Fermentation is the very process that transforms wine-must into wine. The sugars convert into ethanol + 

carbon dioxide, a biological process which generates heat (see before the reference to "boiling").  In 

modern winemaking temperature-control during fermentation is key. The cooler the temperature, the 

slower the yeasts multiply and the slower the must ferments, which consequently preserves aromas and 

flavours optimally. The target temperature for red wines is between 24 and 25 degrees, while white and 

rosé wines should undergo fermentation at a significantly lower temperature range of 12-17 degrees. 

These targets become even more difficult to achieve considering that fermentation takes place during the 

Algarvian summer, which is why an external cooling-source is an absolute necessity. For this reason all of 

our wines undergo fermentation in stainless-steel deposits, and never in barrels. 

Fermentation is a biochemical process, which is why 

it is highly important that while it is in process the 

liquid is not in an enclosed vessel, in order to allow 

free escape-routes for the CO2. For this very reason 

the stainless steel deposits we had custom-built for 

The Winemaker Experience have removable lids. 

Even more important it is to pay attention that there 

is good air-circulation in the wine cellar, as CO2 is an 

odourless gas which is heavier than air and sits on 

the floor. Without proper air-circulation the released 

CO2 could build up without any warning signs. 

For the production of red wines there is another 

important reason why the lids need to remain open 

during fermentation: as an access-point for the 

winemaking team. Because, contrary to white & rosé 

wines, the fermentation of red wines takes place 

with contact between the wine-must and the skins. 

During this process colour, tannins & flavour 

compounds are extracted from the skins and seeds 

into the liquid, a process named Maceration. And 

access to the wine-must is required because during 

the alcoholic fermentation the skins naturally rise to 

the top, and if we did not intervene, the 

consequence would be that only the top layer of 

liquid absorbs the colour, tannins and flavours of the 
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skins, creating an imbalanced extraction. In order to ensure as uniform an extraction as possible, what we 

do 3-4 times a day is push (with the use of a special shovel) the skins to the bottom of the tank, thereby 

bringing movement into the liquid. 

Alcoholic fermentation usually takes around 2 weeks, and throughout this process our winemaking team 

monitors the temperature as well as the density of the liquid twice a day. Temperature is monitored to 

ensure that the ideal range is maintained, and density is measured as it is the most reliable indicator of the 

development of the process. The other indicator of a completed fermentation is that CO2 is no longer 

being produced, this results in the skins, seeds and pulp sinking to the bottom of the stainless-steel vat, 

rather than sitting on the very top, as is the case during an ongoing alcoholic fermentation. 

Finally, once the alcoholic fermentation has ended, the wine (post-fermentation it is already a wine) needs 

to be kept separated from oxygen, which is done by closing the pressurised lids.


